Barrie Gilbert has led a pretty unique life. His early interest in bears and their biology was tested and forged into a lifelong passion after suffering a near fatal attack by a grizzly bear in Yellowstone Park. In this book he tells the story of his personal and scientific journey across the wild landscapes of North America, and through the bureaucratic mazes and subcultures of his native Canada and United States. The author knows whereof he speaks; he walks the walk and talks the talk in rapid-fire prose developed by years of teaching and technical writing. Even so, hints of poetry and whispers of sentiment provide deeper currents beneath the common-sense arguments and data-driven conclusions that carry the weight of his narrative. Stories of his observations and experiences give us a picture of a natural world that still remains, despite the heavy hand of man.

The days when scientists were expected to be as passionless as possible and refrain from subjective, or dare I say emotional, rhetoric are fading. The author points this out in Chapter 5 stating: "Like many field biologists, I received my science training steeped in objective facts only -- little room for anthropomorphism in interpreting bear behavior. Keeping track of bears with quirky personalities called for a more liberal approach". The author is on the leading edge of works that humanize scientists and explain science in emotive and colorful terms that most people can relate to. Society, in the age of Coronavirus, is finally realizing that the people we need to listen to are those who have opinions that are based on solid facts and whose beliefs and values have been formed by those facts. Scientists are finally realizing that they need to explain their motivation and the things they have spent their lives studying are important. The opinions of experts, informed as they are by experience and knowledge, are almost always sounder than the opinions of ignoramuses who seem to have the loudest voices in our society. The author has a lot to say on the subject of bears, and their relationships with humans, and he is an expert well worth listening to.

The book establishes a baseline of historical references about human interactions with bears and other large carnivores. This begins in Chapter 3 where the author discusses the writings of Lewis and Clark, and how their journals have been misrepresented by various authors over the years to paint a picture of a fearful predator with a disposition to attack humans. This attitude toward bears has prevailed up to the present day, but the author provides alternative views throughout the book based on the research and experiences of many biologists. Of course, bears are dangerous and occasionally kill people, but the reasons they do this are discussed at detail throughout the book. For every instance where a bear attacks a human, there must be hundreds if not thousands of instances that we are not even aware of, where a bear turns the other cheek and walks away from a potential conflict. The author mentions several such encounters throughout the narrative.

One of the main theses of the book is that we can live with bears; they are intelligent and adaptable and do not consider us as suitable cuisine. Their behavior around humans is complex but understandable. Bear biologists have long known that coastal brown bears living on an abundance of salmon tend to be less aggressive toward, and more tolerant of, humans. This is generally attributed to the fact that they are usually well-fed. The author takes a deeper look at this facet of behavior and walks a thin line along the edge of Lamarckism to explain it; but careful reading reveals that he does not step over the edge and into the abyss of the 'inheritance of acquired characteristics', but bases his conclusions (I briefly paraphrase) on inferred natural selection (group selection perhaps) of more tolerant bears who produced more offspring because they had more access to food.

When the author and I were undergraduate biology students in the 60\'s, group selection was completely dismissed by most of our teachers; with the possible exception of kin selection. It was not something you wanted to even hint at on a final exam. Today though, it is seen in a more favorable light as population genetics and the molecular genetics of gene complexes have progressed and provided better understanding. I confess I have not kept abreast of most of these developments since the 90\'s, but a quick search of the internet provides a plethora of information. The inheritance of acquired characteristics does not seem to have garnered any similar support in recent years, however. The author also notes that bears possess culture and there is cultural transmission of learned behaviors. Not all behavior is anchored in genes, but in the capacity for learned behavior.

In discussing technical details such as evolution of tolerance, the author provides a nice balance between a popular book and a scientific textbook in the fact that he refers to the relevant literature at many points but does not encumber the text with citations; the end of the book lists relevant publications according to Chapters. This is not a perfect solution but provides readers with guidance if they want to dig deeper (I must point out though that Chapters 8--11 did not have source notes and Chapter 8 is where he first broaches the subject of tolerant behavior. Relevant sources are later listed under Chapter 14).

Another of the book\'s theses is that management of bears has been overwhelmingly bad; with few exceptions. A parallel can be drawn with current US management of Coronavirus; good scientific data and evidence-based solutions have routinely been discarded to accommodate economic interests which are backed by powerful political forces. The book returns several times to National Park Service management, particularly in Katmai National Park, where decades of observation and research offered clear solutions to mitigate the problems of human-bear conflict. The commercial developers opposed actions that would reduce profit and the Alaskan Senators (one of whom is still active) leaned on the Park Service to ignore the science. At Katmai and in Yellowstone Park, where a similar situation existed, there are now two disruptive developments where there had previously only been one that should have been moved or removed. Other examples of misguided management practices are supplied throughout the book.

The author spent much of his career as a professor at Utah State University and as any teacher knows, one of the key elements of teaching is repetition. The reader will be reminded several times, in slightly different ways, of important lessons that the author wants to reinforce. These include his personal bear attack, which is strategically used to discuss why bears attack, what situations are likely to produce an attack, and how to avoid those situations; as well as to impart an understanding that bears are not inherently hostile to human beings. Another redundant theme is the author\'s introduction to Brooks Camp and Katmai National Park. This is used to illustrate how differently bears behave when they are not disturbed, hassled, or shot at, as is often the case in the rest of bear habitat. The author expands upon bear ecology in the wilderness that remains today, to how bears must have lived and evolved in the wildernesses of the past; and speculates how the behaviors they developed then still have relevance today. (I didn\'t have a digital version of the book to review, but a word cloud of the manuscript would provide an interesting image of the points that the author emphasizes).

This book is suitable for a wide spectrum of readers, from biology students and bear lovers, to career professionals in management, ecology, administration, and politics, who may need to understand why wildlife is important and what changes may be coming in the future as climate change increases its ecological impacts. The book\'s strongest point is its personal narrative which follows the travels and experiences of a trained ethologist and ecologist who explains the life of bears as seen through his eyes. He provides drops of wisdom distilled from his journey such as: "Nothing defines a bear like its quest for food". The book\'s weakest point is perhaps the author\'s sometimes convoluted sentence structure which for me required rereading a sentence or two now and then to be sure of what he wanted to say. It was well worth the effort, however. I would recommend this book to anyone who wants to know more about bears; even if they already know a lot about them.
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